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EXTENDED CUTTING ANGLE METHOD OF GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
Gleb Beliakov
Abstract: Methods of Lipschitz optimization allow one to find and confirm the global minimum of multi-
variate Lipschitz functions using a finite number of function evaluations. This paper extends the Cutting
Angle method, in which the optimization problem is solved by building a sequence of piecewise linear un-
derestimates of the objective function. We use a more flexible set of support functions, which yields a
better underestimate of a Lipschitz objective function. An efficient algorithm for enumeration of all local
minima of the underestimate is presented, along with the results of numerical experiments. One dimensional
Pijavski-Shubert method arises as a special case of the proposed approach.
Key words: global optimization, Lipschitz optimization, abstract convexity, cutting angle method, Saw-
tooth underestimate
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1 Introduction
The field of Lipschitz programming - locating local and global optima of Lipschitz-continuous
functions - has gained practical importance and applicability in the past two decades due
to theoretical developments, design of the algorithms and increased computing power [17,
19, 20, 29, 35]. The class of Lipschitz functions is very broad, which makes Lipschitz pro-
gramming applicable to a wide range of practical problems. On the other hand, Lipschitz
properties of the objective function allow one to determine exact bounds on the globally
optimal solutions, and in many cases find and confirm the global optima with reasonable
computational effort. Overviews of the recent developments in deterministic global opti-
mization are found in [18, 20, 26, 29].
The problem of global optimization of Lipschitz functions is NP-hard. The number of
local optima of the objective function can grow exponentially with the dimension, and in
some applications can be of order of 1060 or more [17, 25]. While we are interested only in
a few (best) of these optima, we have to ”sample” the search space sufficiently densely in
order to discard the shallow local optima (or parts of the feasible domain they are located
in). Lipschitz optimization is computationally very expensive even for problems of relatively
small dimension (5-10 variables) and the efficiency of the algorithms is paramount.
Several methods of Lipschitz optimization are based on building lower approximations
to the objective function f , called underestimates. The global minima of the underestimates
are taken as the lower bounds on the global minimum of f . Convergence of the sequence
of the lower bounds to the global minimum of f is proven under very mild conditions, see
[27, 29, 32]. Locating the global minimum of the underestimate is a much simpler (yet
still very challenging) problem compared to minimizing f . Hence one effectively replaces
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the original optimization problem with a sequence of relaxed problems, whose solutions
converge to the global minimum of f .
It is helpful to draw a parallel with the Cutting Plane method by Kelley [21], used in
convex optimization. In this method, a convex function f is approximated from below by
a pointwise maximum of tangent (support) planes (elements of the subdifferential of f are
used when f is not differentiable). The underestimate is a piecewise affine convex function,
and its global minimum can be found by linear programming techniques. At each iteration
of the Cutting Plane method, a new support plane is added to the underestimate, which
becomes a more accurate approximation to f . The new support plane is built at the point of
the global minimum of the underestimate by calculating the value of f and its subgradient
at this point. The underestimate is updated and the process repeats.
The Cutting Angle method [1, 3, 32], which is applicable to non-convex multiextrema
Lipschitz functions, essentially follows the same path. The difference is that instead of affine
support functions, another type of support functions is used, namely max-min type functions
(1.1). While the Cutting Plane method is based on the classical result from convex analysis,
that every convex function is the upper envelop of its affine minorants (supporting planes),
the Cutting Angle method (CAM) is based on the generalized result from abstract convex
analysis, namely that every abstract convex function is the upper envelop of its sufficiently
simple minorants (other than affine) [32]. Every class of support functions gives rise to
different abstract convex functions (and different abstract convex analysis). It is shown in
[32] that Lipschitz functions defined on the unit simplex S can be seen as restrictions of
certain abstract convex functions defined on the cone IRn+. This gives a way to apply CAM
to Lipschitz functions defined on the unit simplex.
In [1, 3] a special class of max-min support functions was studied, namely
h(x) = min
i=1,...,n
lixi, li > 0, x ∈ S. (1.1)
It was shown that functions abstract convex with respect to this class are IPH, or In-
creasing Positively Homogeneous of degree one, and that every Lipschitz function on the
unit simplex can be extended to an IPH on IRn+ using an additive constant. CAM builds
lower estimates of Lipschitz f on S using these support functions analogously to the Cut-
ting Plane method. The relaxed problem is no longer linear, but it can be transformed to a
certain combinatorial problem [2, 3], which is solved very efficiently in [5, 7, 10].
This paper extends CAM to another type of support functions,
h(x) = min
i=1,...,n
(Cixi + bi), Ci > 0, x ∈ IRn :
n∑
i=1
xi = 1. (1.2)
These functions are more flexible in building tighter underestimates of Lipschitz objec-
tive functions (and hence reducing the number of iterations in CAM). For instance, coef-
ficients Ci can be chosen to match the Lipschitz constant of f . One-dimensional Pijavski-
Shubert method (and its variations [18, 28, 33, 34]) arises as a special case of Extended
CAM (ECAM). On the other hand, this approach to Lipschitz programming, can also be
seen as a version of the branch-and-bound method [20, 32], as illustrated in Section 8.
This paper considers in detail an extension of the CAM, based on support functions of
type (1.2). It discusses the relaxed problems that arise during minimization of pointwise
maxima of a set of these support functions. Such relaxed problems arise at every iteration
of ECAM. We translate the relaxed problem to a combinatorial problem of enumerating all
local minima, and efficiently solve this problem using methods similar to those in [2, 5, 7].
We show that the proposed method is applicable to optimization of Lipschitz functions and
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establish its convergence. We also deal with linearly constrained Lipschitz optimization
problems. We present the detailed algorithm for building the underestimate and at the end
we present the results of numerical experiments.
2 Preliminaries
We are interested in locating the global minimum of a Lipschitz function f on some compact
set D ⊂ IRm. That is, we solve
min f(x) (2.1)
s.t. x ∈ D.
We will use the following notations.
- x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ IRn;
- IRn+ denotes the cone of vectors with non-negative components {x ∈ IRn : xi ≥ 0, i =
1, . . . , n};
- IRn++ denotes the cone of vectors with strictly positive components {x ∈ IRn : xi >
0, i = 1, . . . , n};
- IR+∞ denotes the set [0,∞].
- S denotes the unit simplex S = {x ∈ IRn : xi ≥ 0,
∑n
i=1 xi = 1};
- ri D denotes the relative interior of a set D (i.e., the intersection of the interior of D
with its affine hull), and D¯ denotes the closure of D;
- Index set I = {1, 2, . . . , n}, where n = m+ 1;
- Vector inequality x ≥ y denotes dominance xi ≥ yi,∀i ∈ I.
Definition 2.1. The Lipschitz constant of f on D in some norm is the smallest non-negative
number M , such that ∀x, y ∈ D :
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤M ||x− y|| (2.2)
Definition 2.2. IPH (Increasing positively homogeneous functions of degree one)
IPH = {f : ∀x, y ∈ IRn+ x ≥ y ⇒ f(x) ≥ f(y);∀x ∈ IRn+, λ ∈ IR++ : f(λx) = λf(x)}.
Let X be some set, and let H be a nonempty set of functions h : X → V ⊂ [−∞,+∞].
We have the following definitions [32] .
Definition 2.3. A function f is abstract convex with respect to the set of functions H (or
H-convex) if there exists U ⊂ H: f(x) = sup{h(x) : h ∈ U},∀x ∈ X.
Definition 2.4. The set of H-minorants of f is called the support set of f with respect to
the set of functions H: supp(f,H) = {h ∈ H,h ≤ f}.
Definition 2.5. H-subgradient of f at x is a function
h ∈ H : f(y) ≥ h(y)− (h(x)− f(x)),∀y ∈ X.
The set of all H-subgradients of f at x is called H-subdifferential
∂Hf(x) = {h ∈ H : ∀y ∈ X, f(y) ≥ h(y)− (h(x)− f(x))}.
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Definition 2.6. The set ∂∗Hf(x) at x is defined as
∂∗Hf(x) = {h ∈ supp(f,H) : h(x) = f(x)}.
Proposition 2.7 ([32], p.10.). If the set H is closed under vertical shifts, i.e., (h ∈ H, c ∈
IR) implies h− c ∈ H, then ∂∗Hf(x) = ∂Hf(x).
CAM is based on the following approach to solving Problem (2.1). It consists of an
iterative process of building piecewise affine underestimates of f , HK(x), K = n, n+ 1, . . .,
using K known values of f at xk, k = 1, . . . ,K. At each iteration K, the following relaxed
problem is solved
minHK(x) (2.3)
s.t. x ∈ D.
The global minimizer of HK is chosen as xK+1, f is evaluated at xK+1 and HK is updated
to HK+1.
CAM is a version of the Generalized Cutting Plane algorithm, presented in [32], p.405
and reproduced below. The detailed algorithm is discussed in Section 8.
Algorithm 2.8 (Generalized Cutting Plane Algorithm).
Step 0. (Initialisation)
0.1 Set K = 1.
0.2 Choose an arbitrary initial point x1 ∈ D.
0.3 Set fbest = f(x1).
Step 1. (Calculate H-subgradient)
1.1 Calculate hK ∈ ∂∗Hf(xK).
1.2 Define HK(x) = maxk=1,...,K hk(x), for all x ∈ D.
Step 2. (Minimize HK)
2.1 Solve relaxed Problem (2.3). Let x∗ be its solution.
2.2 Set K = K + 1, xK = x∗.
2.3 Set fbest = min{f(xK), fbest}.
Step 3. (Stopping criterion)
3.1 If K < Kmax and fbest −HK(x∗) > ² go to Step 1.
The underestimate HK is often called the saw-tooth underestimate, or saw-tooth cover
of f , because of its shape (Fig.1,2). In [2, 3, 5] the following underestimate is used:
HK(x) = max
k=1,...,K
hk(x) = max
k=1,...,K
min
i∈I
{f(xk) xi
xki
}, x ∈ S.
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Figure 1: Saw-tooth underestimate of f in CAM using functions (1.1).
Figure 2: Saw-tooth underestimate of f in Extended CAM using functions (1.2).
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The support functions are of type (1.1), and the method is applicable to functions f which
are abstract convex with respect to (1.1), namely IPH [32]. Further, every Lipschitz function
g on S can be transformed to a restriction of an IPH f to S using an additive constant:
f = g + C, where C ≥ −min g(x) + 2M , and M is Lipschitz constant of g on S. CAM
efficiently solved many problems of relatively small dimension (n ≤ 10) [2, 5, 11, 23, 24].
One shortcoming of CAM when applied to Lipschitz functions, is the apparent asymme-
try of support functions (1.1). Every hk has a different Lipschitz constant, which can be
arbitrarily large if xk is near the boundary of S. This is illustrated on Fig.1 for n = 2. On
the other hand frequently a large C has to be added to convert g to an IPH f . Evidently it
results in less accurate bounds on the global minimum of f and hence greater running time
of the algorithm until the convergence.
In this paper we choose support functions of type (1.2), namely
hk(x) = min
i∈I
(f(xk)− Ci(xki − xi)) = min
i∈I
(Cixi + bki ), (2.4)
where Ci ≥M are fixed numbers greater or equal to the Lipschitz constant of f on D, and
bki = f(x
k) − Cixki . Then all hk approximate f from below. The method is applicable to
minimization of abstract convex functions with respect to (2.4), which, as will be shown,
include all Lipschitz functions on IRn−1 with n = m+ 1.
3 Polyhedral Distances
The form of the functions hk in (2.4) resembles various attempts to generalize Pijavski-
Shubert method [18, 28, 33, 34] and [32], p.417, using underestimates
HK(x) = max
k=1,...,K
(f(xk)− C||x− xk||). (3.1)
The difference is that instead of a norm || · || we use a polyhedral distance function dP ,
defined later in this section, so that (3.1) becomes
HK(x) = max
k=1,...,K
hk(x) = max
k=1,...,K
(f(xk)− CdP (x, xk)). (3.2)
Now we give a formal definition of polyhedral distances, and show that indeed (3.2)
yields support functions of type (2.4). Let hi ∈ IRm, i = 1, . . . , r be some non-zero vectors.
Consider a finite convex polygon P , defined as an intersection of half-spaces
P =
r⋂
i=1
{x : 〈x, hi〉 ≤ 1}. (3.3)
The function
dP (x, y) = max
i=1,...,r
{〈x− y, hi〉}
is called a polyhedral distance (see example 7.2 from [15]). As a special case consider the
distance defined by a simplex centered at 0, which is the intersection of r = m+1 halfspaces
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(3.3), defined by vectors
h1 = (−v1, 0, 0, . . .),
h2 = (0,−v2, 0, . . .),
...
hm = (0, . . . , 0,−vm),
hm+1 = (vm+1, . . . , vm+1), (3.4)
with vi > 0. Then the function
dP (x, y) = max{ max
i=1,...,m
vi(yi − xi), vm+1
m∑
i=1
(xi − yi)} (3.5)
is a simplicial distance.
Polyhedral distances are special cases of Minkowski gauges, discussed in detail, e.g.,
in [32, 15]. Minkowski gauges are frequently used as distance functions (e.g., in building
Voronoi diagrams [14]). The usual metrics are special cases of Minkowski gauges, when P
is convex and symmetric with respect to the origin (i.e., x ∈ P implies −x ∈ P ), see [22]. P
plays the role of the unit ball.
One particular property of a Minkowski gauge – based distance dP is its equivalence to
a norm, namely, for any norm || · || there exist constants A,B, such that
A||x− y|| ≤ dP (x, y) ≤ B||x− y||
holds for every x ∈ IRm. Then the Lipschitz condition (2.2) holds irrespectively whether
we use a norm or a Minkowski gauge, only the value of the Lipschitz constant changes. In
the next section we formally prove that classes of functions abstract convex with respect to
{h : h(x) = f(p)−C||x−p||, p ∈ IRm} and with respect to {h : h(x) = f(p)−CdP (x, p), p ∈
IRm} coincide. Since the former class includes all Lipschitz functions (with Lipschitz constant
M ≥ C), we can use underestimates (3.2) instead of (3.1) for Lipschitz optimization indeed.
We shall concentrate on the simplicial distance (3.5). For the purposes of convenience,
let us introduce a slack variable xm+1 = 1−
∑m
i=1 xi. In other words, we will consider vectors
in the hyperplane
∑m+1
i=1 xi = 1 in IR
m+1 and put n = m+ 1. Of course, this hyperplane is
our original space IRm. With the help of the new coordinate, and using
m∑
i=1
(xi − yi) = 1−
m∑
i=1
yi − (1−
m∑
i=1
xi) = ym+1 − xm+1,
we can write (3.5) in a more symmetric form
dP (x, y) = max
i=1,...,n
vi(yi − xi). (3.6)
It is now straightforward that the support functions in (3.2) become
hk(x) = f(xk)− C max
i=1,...,n
vi(xki − xi) = min
i=1,...,n
(f(xk)− Cvi(xki − xi)), (3.7)
which is Eq.(2.4) with Ci = Cvi. Hence we will use the following saw-tooth underestimate
HK
HK(x) = max
k=1,...,K
(f(xk)− CdP (x, xk)) = max
k=1,...,K
min
i∈I
(f(xk)− Ci(xki − xi)). (3.8)
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Notice that the values x1, . . . , xn are restricted only by
∑n
i=1 xi = 1.
The shape of the saw-tooth underestimate HK is presented on Fig.2 for m = 1. In this
case it coincides with the Pijavski-Shubert saw-tooth underestimate.
The reason for choosing support functions (2.4), as opposed to using other distances
in (3.2), is that the relaxed problem can be solved very efficiently by enumerating all local
minima of HK using an approach similar to the one in [10, 7]. But first we need to show that
each Lipschitz function is abstract convex with respect to functions in (2.4) and establish
the link between its Lipschitz constant and C. This will justify using the underestimate
(3.8) in CAM to minimize Lipschitz functions.
4 Minimization of Lipschitz Functions
The equivalence of polyhedral distance functions and norms allows us to use underestimate
(3.2) for Lipschitz functions. Let us now formally prove that every Lipschitz function in IRm
is abstract convex with respect to (2.4), where n = m+ 1 and
∑n
i=1 xi = 1. We need some
auxiliary results.
Proposition 4.1. Let function f be abstract convex with respect to elementary functions
h ∈ H, i.e. there exists U ⊂ H:
f(x) = sup{h(x) : h ∈ U},∀x ∈ X.
Let us also have another set of functions G, and let every function h ∈ U = supp(f,H) be
G-convex. Then f is also G-convex (i.e., we have a transitivity relation).
Further, if for all x ∈ X the set
∂∗Hf(x) = {h ∈ supp(f,H) : h(x) = f(x)},
is not empty, and for each h ∈ supp(f,H), the set
∂∗Gh(x) = {g ∈ supp(h,G) : g(x) = h(x)},
is not empty, then so is the set ∂∗Gf(x).
Proof. Clearly ∀x ∈ X, ∀h ∈ U, ∃g : g(x) ≤ h(x) ≤ f(x). Further, h(x) = supg≤h g(x).
Then
f(x) = sup
h≤f
h(x) = sup
h≤f
sup
g≤h
g(x) = sup
g≤f
g(x).
Let h ∈ ∂∗Hf(x). Since ∂∗Gh(x) is not empty, there exists g : g ≤ h ≤ f, g(x) = h(x) = f(x),
and hence g ∈ ∂∗Gf(x).
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a metric space with the metric ρ and H be the set of functions
of the form
h(x) = b− aρ(x, z),
with x, z ∈ X, a ≥ 0 and b ∈ IR. Then each lower semicontinuous function f : X → IR+∞,
such that infx∈X f(x) > −∞, is H-convex.
Proof. This is Example 6.6 from [32], p. 239.
In particular, if ρ is a norm, each lower semicontinuous function bounded from below is
H-convex, with H being the set of functions of the form
h(x) = b− a||x− z||.
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Further, H-subdifferential is nonempty for each Lipschitz function (see Example 3 on p.403,
[32]), and ∂∗Hf(x) = ∂Hf(x) by Proposition 2.7, as H is closed under vertical shifts. Ap-
plying Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, and the equivalence of Minkowski gauge – based distances
and norms, we obtain
Theorem 4.3. Let G be the set of functions of the form
g(x) = b− CdP (x, z),
with x, z ∈ X = IRm, C ≥ 0 and b ∈ IR, where dP is a Minkowski gauge – based distance.
Each lower semicontinuous function f : X → IR+∞, such that infx∈X f(x) > −∞, is G-
convex. Furthermore G-subdifferential is not empty for each Lipschitz function f .
Proof. We need to establish that g(x) = bg − CdP (x, z) and h(x) = bh − a||x − z|| satisfy
the conditions of Proposition 4.1. Let us fix x and define g(y) = h(x)−CdP (y, x). Clearly,
g(x) = h(x). Consider inequality
h(y) = bh − a||y − z|| ≥ bh − a||x− z|| − a||y − x||,
which follows from the triangular inequality. Since A||y − x|| ≤ dP (y, x) for some constant
A, we have
g(y) = bh − a||x− z|| − CdP (y, x) ≤ bh − a||x− z|| −AC||y − x||
≤ bh − a||x− z|| − a||y − x|| ≤ bh − a||y − z|| = h(y),
provided that AC ≥ a. We can always find such C (for every a and A). Hence h and g satisfy
the condition of Proposition 4.1, and then H-convex functions are also G-convex. Further,
the set ∂∗Gf(x) is not empty for each Lipschitz f , and since G is closed under vertical shifts,
∂∗Gf(x) = ∂Gf(x).
Theorem 4.4. Each lower semicontinuous, bounded from below function f on X = {x ∈
IRn :
∑
xi = 1} is abstract convex with respect to functions (2.4), and its abstract subdiffer-
ential is not empty if f is Lipschitz.
Proof. Since functions (2.4) on X = {x ∈ IRn : ∑xi = 1} can be written as h(x) =
b− CdP (x, z) (see Eq.(3.8)), the proof follows from Theorem 4.3.
Observation 4.5. Since any simplex containing the origin in its interior can be transformed
into P , which was defined by vectors hi in (3.4), by using a linear change of variables, we
can effectively use simplicial distances defined by other choices of hi. Hence the methods
described in the sequel are applicable to any simplicial distance.
By Theorem 4.4, we can apply ECAM to minimization of Lipschitz functions on a com-
pact D ⊂ X. Let us show that the ECAM algorithm will converge to the global minimum
of f . To do this, we apply Theorem 9.1 from [32], p.405 (see also [27]):
Theorem 4.6. Assume that the set H consists of continuous functions and let f be a
continuous H-convex function. Then each limit point of the sequence (xk) produced by the
generalized cutting plane algorithm is a global minimizer of the function f over the set D.
In our case Lipschitz condition implies continuity, as well as nonempty H-subdifferential,
which is required at every step of the Algorithm 2.8 (function hK at step 1.1). Hence the
extended CAM presented in this paper converges to the global minimum of Lipschitz f .
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5 Construction of the Saw-tooth Underestimate
We consider the global optimization problem (2.1) for a Lipschitz function f with the Lips-
chitz constant M in some norm || · ||, on a compact domain D ⊂ IRm : ri D 6= ∅, ri D = D.
We shall use n = m+ 1 and X = IRm = {x ∈ IRn :∑xi = 1}.
We apply the generalized cutting plane algorithm to solve Problem (2.1). At each itera-
tion of this algorithm we solve a relaxed optimization problem (2.3), in which functions HK
are defined by (3.8). Constants Ci = Cvi, i = 1, . . . , n in (3.8) are fixed at some values as
to satisfy CdP (x, y) ≥M ||x− y|| for a given simplicial distance dP , as required in the proof
of Theorem 4.3. We present a combinatorial formulation of the problem (2.3).
Using the values of the function f at the points xk, k = 1, . . . ,K, let us define the support
vectors lk:
lki =
f(xk)
Ci
− xki . (5.1)
The support functions (3.7) can be expressed as
hk(x) = min
i∈I
(f(xk)− Ci(xki − xi)) = min
i∈I
Ci(lki + xi). (5.2)
We will enumerate all local minimizers of the function HK in D, which after sorting will
yield its global minimum.
First, let us show how to find all local minimizers in the relative interior riD. We
postpone the problem of locating local minima on the boundary of D until Section 7. We
shall use a method similar to that in [4]. First, we recall the necessary and sufficient condition
of local minima in a set T [15]. Let f ′(x, u) denote the directional derivative of f at x in
the direction u.
Proposition 5.1. Let f be a directionally differentiable and locally Lipschitz function de-
fined on some set T , and x ∈ T . Let K(x, T ) denote the cone of feasible directions at
x ∈ T ,
K(x, T ) = {u ∈ IRn : ∃α0 > 0 : ∀α ∈ (0, α0) x+ αu ∈ T}.
Then
1) if x is a local minimizer of f over T , then f ′(x, u) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ K(x, T );
2) if f ′(x, u) > 0 for all u ∈ K(x, T ) \ {0} then x is a local minimizer of f over T .
Proposition 5.2. The necessary and sufficient condition for a point x∗ ∈ riD to be a local
minimizer of HK = maxk=1,...,K hk and hk given by (5.2), is that there exists an index set
J = {k1, k2, . . . , kn} of cardinality n, such that
d = HK(x∗) = C1(lk11 + x
∗
1) = C2(l
k2
2 + x
∗
2) = . . . = Cn(l
kn
n + x
∗
n),
and ∀i ∈ I, Ci(lkii + x∗i ) < Cj(lkij + x∗j ), j 6= i.
Proof. Necessity. Take T = riD in Proposition 5.1. Let x∗ ∈ T be a local minimizer. It is
easy to check that
K(x, T ) = {u ∈ IRn :
∑
i∈I
ui = 0}.
Denote by
R(x) = {k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} : HK(x) = hk(x)},
and
Qk(x) = {i ∈ I : hk(x) = Ci(lki + xi)}.
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It is known [15] that the directional derivatives of functions hk are
(hk)′(x, u) = min
i∈Qk(x)
Ciui, u ∈ IRn,
and then
(HK)′(x, u) = max
k∈R(x)
min
i∈Qk(x)
Ciui, u ∈ IRn.
It follows from Proposition 5.1 that (HK)′(x∗, u) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ K(x∗, T ). We conclude
that for each u ∈ K(x∗, T ) there exists k ∈ R(x∗), such that
(hk)′(x∗, u) ≥ 0.
Let us fix an r ∈ I. Consider the following feasible direction u∗
u∗i =
{
1 if i = r,
−λi if i 6= r.
Here λi > 0, i ∈ I \ {r} and
∑
i 6=r λi = 1. It follows that u
∗ ∈ K(x∗, T ), and hence there
exists k ∈ R(x∗) such that
(hk)′(x∗, u∗) ≥ 0.
We shall now prove that Qk(x∗) = {r}. Assume Qk(x∗) 6= {r}. Then
(hk)′(x∗, u∗) = min
i∈Qk(x∗)
Ciu
∗
i < 0,
since all components of u∗ except the r-th are negative. Thus for every r ∈ I there exists
at least one k ∈ R(x∗) such that Qk(x∗) = {r}. This also implies that if kr is the index
corresponding to some r : Qkr (x
∗) = {r} and kj is the index corresponding to some j 6= r :
Qkj (x
∗) = {j}, then kr 6= kj (otherwise Qkr (x∗) would contain both r and j).
Now for a minimizer x∗, take J =
⋃
r=1,...,nQkr (x
∗), and notice that the cardinality of
J is n, as all Qkr (x
∗) are different. From the definitions of Qk and of hk in (5.2), and the
fact that Qkr (x
∗) = {r}, it follows that
Cr(lkrr + x
∗
r) < Cj(l
kr
j + x
∗
j ), j 6= r.
Sufficiency. We prove that every index set J with the properties formulated in this
proposition, defines a local minimizer x∗. We will apply the second part of Proposition
5.1, i.e., prove that for every u ∈ K(x∗, T ) \ {0}: (HK)′(x∗, u) > 0. Since ∑ui = 0,
∃r ∈ I : ur > 0. We have Qkr (x∗) = {r} and
(HK)′(x∗, u) = max
k∈R(x∗)
min
i∈Qk(x∗)
Ciui ≥ min
i∈Qkr (x∗)
Ciui = Crur > 0.
Let us now give a geometrical interpretation of the above. Consider the hypographs of
functions hk (hyp hk = {(x, y) : y ≤ hk(x)}). These hypographs are unbounded polyhedrons
with the unique vertex at (xk, f(xk)), bounded by n hyperplanes intersecting at (xk, f(xk))
(Fig.3). The slope of each hyperplane in the direction of xi is Ci. Let us denote the i-th facets
of these polyhedrons by P ki , P
k
i = {(x, y) : x ∈ IRn,
∑
xi = 1, y = hk(x) = Ci(lki + xi)}.
Equivalently, a point (x,HK(x)) belongs to the facet P ki if k ∈ R(x) and i ∈ Qk(x). Notice
that the i-th facets of two different hyp hr and hyp hq, P ri and P
q
i , are either parallel or
belong to the same hyperplane.
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Figure 3: The hypographs of functions hk.
What Proposition 5.2 tells us is that local minima of HK correspond to the intersections
of at least n facets P kii , i = 1, . . . , n, with all ki different. The next step in identifying
local minimizers of HK is to enumerate all such intersections. We consider a combinatorial
formulation of this problem, in which we will look for combinations of support vectors that
satisfy certain properties, which would identify all local minimizers of HK in riD.
Let x∗ be a local minimizer of HK , which by Proposition 5.2 corresponds to some index
set J . Let us form the ordered combination of the support vectors L = {lk1 , lk2 , . . . , lkn}
that corresponds to J . It is helpful to visualize this combination as a matrix L whose rows
are the support vectors lki :
L =

lk11 l
k1
2 . . . l
k1
n
lk21 l
k2
2 . . . l
k2
n
...
...
. . .
...
lkn1 l
kn
2 . . . l
kn
n
 , (5.3)
so that its components are given by Lij =
f(xki)
Cj
− xkij .
Theorem 5.3. Let the support vectors lk, k = 1, . . . ,K be defined by (5.1). Let x∗ be a
local minimizer of HK in riD and d = HK(x∗). Then matrix L (5.3) corresponding to x∗
enjoys the following properties:
1) ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j : lkji > lkii ;
2) ∀r 6∈ {k1, k2, . . . , kn}, ∃i ∈ I : Lii = lkii ≥ lri ;
3) d = Trace(L)+1C− , and
4) x∗i =
d
Ci
− lkii ,
where C− =
∑
i∈I
1
Ci
.
Note. The formulation of Theorem 5.3 is very similar to the corresponding results for
IPH functions in [3, 2, 5, 32]. Conditions 1) and 2) are identical, and the difference is in the
definition of the support vectors (5.1) and the equations for d and x∗ (conditions 3) and 4)).
Proof. We start with proving properties 3)-4). From Proposition 5.2,
d = C1(lk11 + x
∗
1) = C2(l
k2
2 + x
∗
2) = . . . = Cn(l
kn
n + x
∗
n).
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Then x∗1 =
d
C1
− lk11 , x∗2 = dC2 − l
k2
2 ,. . . , etc. Next, since
∑
x∗i = 1,
1 =
∑ d
Ci
− lkii = d
∑ 1
Ci
−
∑
lkii = dC
− − Trace(L),
from which 3) follows. Also from Proposition 5.2,
∀j ∈ I, d = hkj (x∗) = Cj(lkjj + x∗j ) < Ci(lkji + x∗i ), if i 6= j.
Then Ci(lkii + x
∗
i ) = d = Cj(l
kj
j + x
∗
j ) < Ci(l
kj
i + x
∗
i ), and hence l
ki
i < l
kj
i .
Finally, let r 6∈ {k1, . . . , kn}. Let i ∈ Qr(x∗), i.e.,
hr(x∗) = Ci(lri + x
∗
i ).
Since d = max1≤k≤K hk(x∗) ≥ hr(x∗), we have Ci(lkii + x∗i ) ≥ Ci(lri + x∗i ), which yields
lkii ≥ lri .
Conditions 1)-2) of Theorem 5.3 are easily interpreted. Condition 1) implies that the
diagonal elements of matrix L are dominated by their respective columns, and condition 2)
implies that no support vector lr (which is not part of L) strictly dominates the diagonal
of L. We use Theorem 5.3 to convert the problem of locating all local minimizers of HK in
riD to the combinatorial problem of enumerating all combinations L with the properties
1)-2). Once this is done, the local minimizers x∗ and their values d are easily computed
from 3)-4). The next section considers this problem in detail.
Notice that ECAM requires enumeration of local minima of HK in the whole D, includ-
ing its boundary, whereas Theorem 5.3 only considers minima riD. In general, locating
minima of HK on the boundary of D is a difficult problem. In Section 7 we will show how
this problem can be solved in the case of D being a polytope, which is very frequent in
applications.
6 Enumeration of Local Minima
Suppose that we haveK > n values of the function f at distinct points xk, k = 1, . . . ,K. Our
goal is to enumerate all local minimizers of HK in riD. A direct approach to enumerating
local minima of HK using Theorem 5.3 is to try out all possible combinations of n (out
of K) support vectors, and to record those that satisfy conditions 1)-2). Evidently, the
computational complexity of this exercise is O(
(
K
n
)
), which is unacceptably large.
In [5, 7] we showed that combinations L can be built incrementally, by taking initially
the first n support vectors (which yields the unique combination L = {l1, l2, . . . , ln}), and
then adding one new support vector at a time. Clearly,
Hk(x) = max{Hk−1(x), hk(x)}, k = n+ 1, . . . ,K. (6.1)
Suppose, we already have the local minima of Hk−1, i.e., all the required combinations
L. Let us denote this set by V k−1. When we add another support vector lk, we can ”inherit”
most of the local minima of Hk−1 (a few will be lost since condition 2) of Theorem 5.3 may
fail with lk playing the role of lr), and we only need to add a few new local minima, that
are new combinations L necessarily involving lk.
We proved in [5] that these new combinations are simple modifications of those com-
binations that were discarded because they failed 2) with lr = lk. Namely, if combination
L = {lk1 , lk2 , . . . , lkn} fails test 2) because of lk, then modified combinations {lk, lk2 , . . . , lkn},
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{lk1 , lk, . . . , lkn}, . . . satisfy condition 2) (they still need to be checked against condition
1)). What is important though, is that the combinations involving lk that are built from
previously discarded L, are the only combinations that would satisfy conditions 1)-2). In
other words, there is no need to check all possible combinations involving lk, but a much
reduced subset of these combinations.
Furthermore, in [7] we proved that all local minima of functions
Hn,Hn+1, . . . , Hk, . . . , HK can be seen as nodes of a tree, and the minima of HK are the
leaves of this tree. The root of the tree is V n = {(l1, l2, . . . , ln)}. The parent and child nodes
of this tree differ only by one support vector, and if a child node fails test 2), its parent
(and all ancestors) will also fail it. It is possible to perform the test of condition 2) (with
the newly added support vector) either by testing only the leaves, or by starting the test
from the root and performing it on all the nodes (depth-first search). The second approach
is preferable since the whole branches of the tree can be cut, and computational complexity
of test 2) can be reduced from O(|V K |) to O(log |V K |)), where |V K | is the number of local
minima of HK (provided the tree is balanced).
While in [5, 7] the support functions hk and support vectors lk were defined differently
from (5.1),(5.2), the properties 1)-2) of combinations L are identical, hence the results of
[5, 7] can be applied. Moreover, the algorithms presented in [5, 7] do not change, except for
the definitions of support vectors (5.1) and calculation of d and x∗ from L (conditions 3)-4)
of Theorem 5.3). Here we reproduce the recursive algorithm of updating the tree of local
minima TK−1 to TK from [7].
Algorithm 6.1 (update of the tree TK−1).
Input : The tree TK−1 of local minima of Hn,Hn+1, . . . , HK−1; the new support vector lK ;
tested node L.
Output : The tree TK ; the set of leaves V K .
Step 1 Test L against condition 2), with lr = lK .
Step 2 If test succeeds, go to Step 5 (cut off this branch).
Step 3 If test fails, and L is not a leaf, then
call Algorithm 6.1 (TK−1,lK ,Child(L, i), TK ,V K)
for every child i of L (i = 1, . . . , n).
Go to Step 5
Step 4 Otherwise (test failed, and L is a leaf) add n children to L.
Each child node is a copy of L, with lki replaced with lK in the i-th child.
Test condition 1) for each child. If test fails, delete this child node.
Step 5 If L is V n (root), then TK=TK−1; V K = Leaves(TK)
(we need this only once, at the first level of recursion).
Return.
We omitted the description of various technical issues related to maintaining tree data
structures; operation Child(L, i) refers to retrieving the address of the i-th child of a node,
and Leaves(T ) collects all the leaves (nodes with no children) of the tree T . In the actual
implementation of the Algorithm 6.1, all trees TK ,K = n, n+1, . . ., share the same memory,
and elements of V K are organized in a priority queue, so that its head contains the node
L which corresponds to the global minimum of HK . Such details would have obscured the
key parts of this algorithm.
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It is also worth noting that computation of d can be simplified using parent-child relations
between the nodes of the tree. Suppose that the parent node is Lp = {lk1 , . . . , lp, . . . , lkn}
and the child node is Lc = {lk1 , . . . , lc, . . . , lkn}, so that they differ by one support vector
(lp vs. lc) in the i-th position. Then
d(Lc) =
Trace(Lc) + 1
C−
=
Trace(Lp)− lpi + lci + 1
C−
= d(Lp) +
lci − lpi
C−
. (6.2)
Also note that the test of condition 2) at step 1 can be done in O(1) operations for all
the nodes except the root (for which it always fails). Indeed, we test the node L only if its
parent has failed the test. Then we only need to compare the i-th elements of the vectors
lr and lki .
7 Geometrical Interpretation and Constraints
In this section we identify bounds on positions of local minimizers of HK , given the set of
support vectors lk, k = 1, . . . ,K. This will help us to locate constrained minima of HK on
the boundary of D, i.e., to solve problem (2.3) completely.
Consider a local minimizer x∗ of HK . By Theorem 5.3, we have a combination of support
vectors L which satisfies the four conditions of the theorem. Let us determine the set A(L)
of possible locations of x∗. From conditions 1) and 4) we have for every i, j ∈ I, i 6= j
(x∗j + l
kj
j )Cj = d = (x
∗
i + l
ki
i )Ci < (x
∗
i + l
kj
i )Ci.
Replacing lkj with (5.1)
Cjx
∗
j + f(x
kj )− Cjxkjj < Cix∗i + f(xkj )− Cixkji ,
and hence
∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j : Cj(x∗j − xkjj ) < Ci(x∗i − xkji ). (7.1)
The system of n× (n− 1) inequalities (7.1) defines the set A(L) of possible locations of
the local minimizer x∗ through the points xki . Notice that for a fixed j, the n−1 inequalities
(7.1) define the set {x : Qkj (x) = {j}}. This set is an open cone with the vertex xkj . The
set A(L) is the intersection of n such cones (for j = 1, . . . , n) and its closure is a convex
polytope. It defines the set of points (illustrated in Fig.4) on which
HK(x) = max
i∈I
Ci(xi + lkii ). (7.2)
Clearly, there is a unique local minimizer ofHK on A(L), namely x∗. The sets A(Lr), r =
1, . . . , R (R is the number of local minimizers of HK on riD) do not intersect, but their
closures may share the common boundaries. Consider the union of all such sets and their
boundaries
A =
⋃
r
A¯(Lr).
It is not difficult to show (for a similar proof see [7]) that the sets A(Lr) form a partition of
A, that is every point x ∈ A belongs to one such set (or its closure A¯(Lr)).
Explicit characterization of the sets A(Lr) on which the r-th local minimum of HK is
unique, and HK is expressed by (7.2) is important for locating constrained minima.
Let us now establish the following property of functions HK . Suppose we have K values
f(xk), k = 1, . . . ,K. Then we know that all local minimizers of HK defined by Theorem
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Figure 4: The set A(L) containing unique local minimizer x∗. Filled circles denote points
xk.
5.3 are inside A. If all the subsequent xk, k = K + 1, . . . are chosen inside A, then all local
minimizers of the functions HK+1,HK+2, . . . will also remain in A. In other words, if any
combination of support vectors L contains any lk, k > K, and the corresponding xk ∈ A,
then A(L) ⊂ A.
Recall that each local minimum of HK has a predecessor, a local minimum of HK−1,
which is no longer a minimum of HK because of the newly added support function hK [5].
The proof of this statement essentially relies on the fact that for every fixed j, the set
Vj = {lk : lkj ≤ lkjj , ∃i 6= j : lki > lkii , k ≤ K, lkj ∈ L}
is not empty. Replacing lk and lkj with (5.1) we have
lkj =
f(xk)
Cj
− xkj ≤
f(xkj )
Cj
− xkjj = lkjj
and
lki =
f(xk)
Ci
− xki >
f(xkj )
Ci
− xkji = lkji .
After rearranging the terms
Cj(x
kj
j − xkj ) ≤ f(xkj )− f(xk) < Ci(xkji − xki ).
But this is exactly the set of inequalities (7.1) xkj must satisfy if it belongs to one of A(Lr),
as we assumed, hence V 6= ∅ and we can apply the results of [5]. (The situation would
drastically change if one of xkj were outside A.)
Proposition 7.1. Let x∗ be a local minimizer of HK corresponding to L∗ and x∗∗ be its
immediate predecessor, local minimizer of HK−1, corresponding to L∗∗. L∗ and L∗∗ differ
by one support vector lK at position r. Then x∗ ∈ A(L∗∗).
Proof. Clearly, x∗∗ ∈ A(L∗∗) and x∗ ∈ A(L∗). Explicitly,
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Ci(x∗∗i − xkii ) < Cj(x∗∗j − xkij ), ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j, (7.3)
Ci(x∗i − xkii ) < Cj(x∗j − xkij ), ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j, i 6= r,
Cr(x∗r − xKr ) < Cj(x∗j − xKj ), ∀j ∈ I, j 6= r. (7.4)
Let HK−1(x∗∗) = d∗∗. Since lKi ≥ lki ,∀i ∈ I, from (6.2) d∗ = HK(x∗) = d∗∗ + l
K
r −lkrr
C− ≥
d∗∗.
From Theorem 5.3,
x∗j =
d∗
Cj
− lkjj =
d∗ − d∗∗
Cj
+
d∗∗
Cj
− lkjj =
d∗ − d∗∗
Cj
+ x∗∗j ≥ x∗∗j , j 6= r.
On the other hand
1 =
∑
j∈I
x∗j = x
∗
r +
∑
j 6=r
x∗j ≥ x∗r +
∑
j 6=r
x∗∗j = x
∗
r + 1− x∗∗r ,
and hence x∗r ≤ x∗∗r . We need to prove that x∗ ∈ A(L∗∗), i.e., inequalities
Ci(x∗i − xkii ) < Cj(x∗j − xkij ) hold for ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j.
Notice that for i 6= r we have it directly from (7.4). To prove the remaining
Cr(x∗r − xkrr ) < Cj(x∗j − xkrj ), ∀j ∈ I, j 6= r,
notice that from relations between x∗ and x∗∗ (i.e., x∗r ≤ x∗∗r and (7.3) )
Cr(x∗r − xkrr ) ≤ Cr(x∗∗r − xkrr ) < Cj(x∗∗j − xkrj ) ≤ Cj(x∗j − xkrj ),∀j ∈ I, j 6= r,
which completes the proof.
Applying Proposition 7.1, we see that if all local minimizers of HK belong to A, and all
xk, k > K belong to A, then all minimizers of subsequent HK+1, . . . also belong to A. Since
Algorithm 2.8 chooses the global minimizer of HK as xK+1 (which is necessarily in A), then
all xK+1, xK+2, . . . will remain in A. A itself will be determined by the inequalities (7.1)
using the first n points x1, x2, . . . , xn, which must be chosen manually. For this reason we
can call A the search domain of ECAM, because ECAM algorithm will evaluate f only at
points x inside A. This domain is illustrated on Fig. 5.
We mentioned earlier, that the enumeration of local minimizers of HK inside some open
set riD is not sufficient for the convergence of ECAM. We now present an algorithm which
identifies the local minima on the boundary of D in the special case of D being a polytope.
Let D be a polytope. We embed this polytope into A by choosing the first n points of
ECAM algorithm, x1, . . . , xn, in such a way that D ⊂ A, see Fig. 5. Moreover, let us choose
the set A sufficiently large, so that the distance (dP ) from any point x on the boundary of
A, ∂A, to any point y ∈ D is greater than the distance from x to the closest vertex defining
A, mini=1,...,n dP (x, xi). Specifically choose A, so that
∀x ∈ ∂A : max
k=1,...,n
f(xk)− CdP (x, xk) ≥ max
y∈D
f(y)− CdP (x, y). (7.5)
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Figure 5: The search domain A and the feasible domain D. Thick dots represent xk and
crosses show the location of local minimizers of HK . If a local minimizer is outside D, in
A(Lr), and D ∩ A(Lr) 6= ∅, then there is a constrained minimum in A(Lr), denoted by x∗.
The feasible set in Problem (7.7) is the shaded polygon.
This can always be done by taking x1, x2, . . . , xn sufficiently far apart. The goal is to ensure
that there are no minimizers of HK on the boundary of A. Notice that the only local
minimizer of Hn is in the interior of A. Further, condition (7.5) implies that on ∂A:
HK = max
k=1,...,n
hk ≥ max
k=n+1,...,K
hk.
Therefore, if there is a local minimizer of HK on ∂A, it would also be a local minimizer
of Hn, but Hn has no minimizers on ∂A. Hence the functions HK ,K = n, . . ., have no
minimizers on ∂A, as long as points xk, k > n are chosen from D. All minimizers of HK are
in the interior of A, and therefore they can be determined from Theorem 5.3 and enumerated
by Algorithm 6.1.
Let us now show how the constrained minima on the closed set D can be enumerated.
Suppose that we enumerated all local minimizers of HK in A, x˜r, r = 1, . . . R, as well as
the corresponding sets A(Lr), which form a partition of A. Hence we know the exact lower
bounds on HK on every A¯(Lr). Suppose that we have a local minimizer on D, call it x∗.
Then x∗ is either one of the local minimizers on A, or there is a direction u : x∗ + u 6∈ D,
such that HK(x∗ + u) < HK(x∗). In the first case, x∗ is one of x˜r. In the second case,
x∗ ∈ A¯(Lr) for some x˜r, as sets A¯(Lr) form a partition of A. In this case HK(x˜r) < HK(x∗).
Moreover, x˜r is the unique minimizer on A(Lr), and HK is given by (7.2).
To find x∗ ∈ ∂D we solve the following constrained problem
minmax
i∈I
Ci(xi + lkii ) (7.6)
s.t. x ∈ D ∩ A¯(Lr).
Since D ∩ A¯(Lr) is a polytope, then with the help of an additional unrestricted variable
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v (7.6) is converted to an equivalent linear programming problem
min v (7.7)
s.t. x ∈ D ∩ A¯(Lr),
Ci(xi + lkii ) ≤ v, i = 1, . . . , n.
Its solution yields x∗.
If it happens that x∗ belongs to several sets A¯(Lr) (i.e., it is on the boundary between
sets A(Lr1), A(Lr2), . . .), then because of continuity of HK we can choose any of those sets
in (7.7) and obtain the unique solution.
Thus the algorithm for enumerating local minima of HK , presented in Section 6, can
be used to obtain the minimizers in D as follows. For each minimizer x˜ on A, determined
by Algorithm 6.1, check whether x˜ ∈ D. If so, record it. Alternatively we may have two
situations:
a) A(Lr) ∩D = ∅, in which case we discard x˜, or
b) A(Lr)∩D 6= ∅, in which case we solve Problem (7.7), and then locate and record x∗ ∈ ∂D.
The list of recorded minimizers is the exhaustive list of minimizers of HK on D, to be used
by ECAM.
By Theorem 4.6, the convergence of ECAM is proven on an arbitrary polytope D.
8 Extended Cutting Angle method
This section presents the details of the ECAM algorithm, based on the new type of support
functions defined in this paper. This is an instance of the Algorithm 2.8, whose iterative
nature fits very well the incremental algorithm of enumerating local minima of HK ,K =
n, n + 1, . . .. At each iteration of ECAM, the lower underestimate HK−1 is updated using
the new support vector lK , and then the global minimizer of HK on D is chosen as xK+1.
In [13, 12] we devised a special data structure to hold the information about the local
minima of HK . It consists of an n-ary tree and a priority queue (binary heap) which holds
the references to the leaves of the tree. The use of the priority queue simplifies sorting out
local minima of HK , as retrieving the global minimum is O(1) operation, called Head. The
maintenance of the heap at every iteration takes O(log |V K |) operations.
Algorithm 8.1 (Extended Cutting Angle Algorithm).
At the iterationK let TK denote the tree of local minima of functionsHn,Hn+1, . . . , HK ,
and let V K denote the priority queue containing the leaves of the tree arranged in the order
of increasing d(L). d(L) is computed as 3) in Theorem 5.3.
Step 0. (Initialisation)
0.1 Take the initial points xk, k = 1, . . . , n, as to satisfy (7.5) and construct the support
vectors lk, k = 1, . . . , n according to (5.1).
0.2 Set K = n, Lroot = {l1, l2, . . . , ln}, Tn = {Lroot} and V n = {Lroot}.
0.3 fbest = mink=1,...,n f(xk).
Step 1. (Form a new support vector)
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1.1 Choose L∗ = Head(V K). (corresponds to the global minimum of HK)
1.2 Form x∗ = x∗(L∗) using condition 4) of Theorem 5.3.
1.3 Evaluate f∗ = f(x∗). fbest = min{fbest, f∗}.
1.4 Set K = K + 1.
1.5 Form lK using lKi =
f(x∗)
Ci
− x∗i .
Step 2. (Update TK)
2.1 Call Algorithm 6.1(TK−1, lK ,V n,TK ,V K).
2.2 Delete from V K those elements L for which d(L) < fbest.
Step 3. (Stopping criterion)
3.1 If K < Kmax and fbest − d(L∗) > ² go to Step 1.
As far as the constraints are concerned, they do not change the algorithm but only the
method of computing d(L) and x∗(L) at step 1.2: if x∗(L) 6∈ D then solution of (7.7) is used
to compute the constrained minimum.
It has been pointed out in [32] that CAM can be seen as a branch-and-bound method
(BB) [20]. A generic version of BB consists of the three major steps:
1) branching (partitioning of the domain into subdomains);
2) bounding (computing the lower bounds on the global minimum of f on each subdomain;
and
3) fathoming (excluding the subdomains on which the lower bound is greater than the
general upper bound on the minimum of f , i.e. fbest).
These steps are repeated at each iteration, and the choice of the subdomain for a further
partition is guided by the lowest lower bound on the minimum of f . It is not difficult to
see that ECAM performs exactly the same steps: Step 1.1 is the choice of the subdomain
to partition, Step 1.3 is the update of the upper bound, Step 2.1 corresponds to branching
and computing the lower bounds and Step 2.2 corresponds to fathoming. The subdomains
are exactly the sets A(L) defined by (7.1) and the lower bound on each subdomain is given
by d(L) in Theorem 5.3. A slight difference to the traditional BB is that at each iteration
of ECAM more than one subdomain can be partitioned by the Algorithm 6.1.
ECAM algorithm is very efficient for n ≤ 10 due to the efficiency of updating the saw-
tooth underestimate by Algorithm 6.1, which is logarithmic in |V K | on average. It allows
one to process up to 105 support vectors in a matter of minutes (Table 1), and to obtain
quite accurate lower approximations. However, since the number of local minima grows very
rapidly, computer memory becomes a problem, even using efficient storage techniques.
It is worth noting that ECAM can be efficiently parallelized to take advantage of the
distributed memory architecture of computer clusters. Various branches of the tree TK are
stored on different processors, and are processed (by Algorithm 6.1) independently of each
other. It allows one to use the combined RAM of many processors. Our experiments with
parallelization of CAM are described in [13, 12].
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9 Numerical Experiments
To compare the performance of the new method to CAM, we took the following Lipschitz
functions in the mentioned box domains.
Problem 1 (Six-hump camel back function)
f(x) =
(
4− 2.1x21 +
x41
3
)
x21 + x1x2 + 4(x
2
2 − 1)x22
−2 ≤ xi ≤ 2, i = 1, 2.
Problem 2 ([20],p.261)
f(x) = −
10∑
i=1
1
||x− ai||2 + ci
0 ≤ xi ≤ 10, i = 1, 2.
Parameters ai and ci are given in [20],p.262.
Problem 3 [18]
f(x) = sin(x1) sin(x1x2) sin(x1x2x3)
0 ≤ xi ≤ 4.
Problem 4 (Griewanks function)
f(x) =
1
d
n∑
i=1
x2i −
n∏
i=1
cos
(
xi√
i
)
+ 1, d = 4000,
−50 ≤ xi ≤ 50.
The parameters Ci in (3.8) were chosen so as to ensure a safe overestimate of the Lipschitz
constant of the objective functions, Ci = Cvi, with vi = 1, i = 1, . . . , n in (3.4) and C =
100, 10, 100, 10 for the four mentioned cases.
Table 1 summarizes computational results. They compare favourably with an earlier
version of CAM for IPH functions [2, 3, 5, 7, 10]. For functions 1-3, the new method was
able to compute the same lower bound on the global minimum using less function evaluations
(and significantly less time). For function 4, we ran both algorithms the same number of
iterations (function evaluations), and compared the values of the lower bound on the global
minimum. The new method always gave a better lower bound and in shorter time.
To test the performance of Extended CAM on a real life problem, we applied it to the
protein folding problem [26, 17, 24]. This is a very challenging problem in computational
chemistry, which consists in predicting the geometry of a molecule (a protein) by minimizing
its potential energy as a function of atomic coordinates. We chose the benchmark problem
of unsolvated met-enkephalin [17, 24]. As independent variables we used the 24 dihedral
angles of this pentapeptide, and following [17], 10 of the dihedral angles (the backbone)
were used as global variables in ECAM, while the rest were treated as local variables (i.e.,
each function evaluation involved a local optimization problem with respect to the dihedral
angles treated as local variables). This objective function (the potential energy) involves in
the order of 1011 local minima. The problem is very challenging because of the existence of
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Table 1: Comparison of performance of CAM and Extended CAM on a set of test problems.
CPU is measured on Pentium 4 1.2GHz PC with 512 MB RAM, under Windows XP. The
algorithms were implemented in C++ language (Visual C++ 6 compiler). The values in
the last column are the global minima of the functions, found by a local descent algorithm
starting from the approximate minimum found by CAM/ECAM.
Problem m Iterations CPU upper lower Solution improved
(sec) bound fbest bound by local method
1 (CAM) 2 30000 3.12 -1.0302 -1.07 -1.03163
1 (ECAM) 2 10000 1.31 -1.0316 -1.07 -1.03163
2 (CAM) 2 10000 1.10 -2.1452 -2.152 -2.14520
2 (ECAM) 2 10000 1.03 -2.1452 -2.148 -2.14520
3 (CAM) 3 40000 21.5 -0.999 -1.09 -1
3 (ECAM) 3 10000 2.7 -0.9998 -1.10 -1
4 (CAM) 2 10000 0.99 0.0022 -0.61 0
4 (ECAM) 2 10000 1.30 0.000012 -0.06 0
4 (CAM) 3 40000 21.1 0.0071 -0.41 0
4 (ECAM) 3 40000 17.2 0.0058 -0.138 0
4 (CAM) 4 60000 380 0.00 -1.02 0
4 (ECAM) 4 60000 231 0.00 -0.91 0
4 (CAM) 5 90000 523 0.00 -1.18 0
4 (ECAM) 5 90000 460 0.00 -0.51 0
several strong local minima which trap local descent algorithms. For instance all reported
multistart local search algorithms failed to identify the global minimum [17, 8].
Previously we reported that a combination of CAM with local search algorithms allowed
us to locate the global minimum of the potential energy function in 120,000 iterations of
CAM, which took 4740 seconds (79 min) on a cluster of 36 DEC Alpha workstations (1
MHz processors) [23, 24]. Using the Extended CAM and the same hardware and software
configuration as in [24], the global minimum was found in 80,000 iterations, which took 50
min on the cluster of 36 DEC Alpha workstations.
10 Conclusion
This paper extends the Cutting Angle method of global optimization by using a different
class of support functions (1.2). The advantage of using these support functions is that
their Lipschitz properties vary less, and can match the Lipschitz properties of the objective
function f . This translates into a more accurate lower approximation to f , and consequently
into a smaller number of iterations of ECAM before the convergence.
We presented the formal proofs of the applicability and convergence of ECAM for Lips-
chitz objective functions on a compact domain D ⊂ Rm. We also presented details of an effi-
cient method of solution of the relaxed problems (2.3) when the feasible domain is a polytope.
Numerical experiments confirm the advantages of ECAM compared to the previous versions
of CAM. ECAM is implemented as part of GANSO package [9], http://www.ganso.com.au.
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